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Profiling organisational  
behaviour with ai

An efficient approach to smarter cyber defence

Cybersecurity is difficult. Investigating the alerts generated by 
monitoring software can be extremely time consuming due to 
the volume produced, and IT teams can sometimes lack  
the context and visibility required to properly understand them.

volume of alerts identified versus investigated1

To address this problem, London-based Senseon has built 
a solution that is able to autonomously and accurately 

identify suspicious behaviour.

Data from a Ponemon Institute study shows most alerts  
go uninvestigated.
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¹ https://www.ponemon.org/local/upload/file/Damballa%20Malware%20Containment%20FINAL%203.pdf
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Employ ‘AI triangulation’ – emulating how a human security analyst 
thinks and automating the process of threat detection, investigation 
and response. Look at the behaviour of users and devices from multiple 
perspectives, pausing for thought and learning from experience.

Present learnings in a comprehensible manner for end users - 
automated, accurate, and context-rich alerts that save security 
teams time.

Build up an understanding of what ‘normal’ behaviour is for an 
organisation – gather data by deploying an appliance that monitors 
network and endpoint activity.

Once Senseon’s model is 
trained on the client’s data, 

the hardware is then used to 
perform inference.

By combining multiple points of 
view from within the organisation, 
the model can contextualise and 

accurately determine whether 
anomalous behaviour is worthy of 
investigation by the IT/security team. 

Stage 2

Senseon deploys hardware that 
detects and records how devices 
on a client’s network interact with 

each other – defining ‘normal’ 
behaviour.

This is important, because 
every company has its own 

idiosyncrasies: ‘abnormal’ is not 
necessarily ‘suspicious’.

Stage 1

inference
training

The appliances Senseon deploy to organisations are based on 2nd 
Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors, utilise Intel® SSDs, and 
run on Intel® Wolf Pass server boards – delivering the power and 
agility required to record and analyse the volumes of data required.

Intel also made local application engineers available to Senseon to 
provide support and guidance on ways to optimise performance.

Senseon’s approach can result in vast time savings for security teams. 

the hardware

the results

These processes are constantly happening within Senseon’s 
solution: as behaviour within an organisation shifts, the model 
shifts with it to re-establish a baseline of ‘normal’ behaviour.

here’s how it works:

“At one organisation, we made 4810 security observations in a week,  
 based on 560.3M pieces of metadata – but were able to determine  
 that only six were worthy of attention from a human analyst”

Ben Wheeler, Head of Marketing, Senseon

https://www.ponemon.org/local/upload/file/Damballa%20Malware%20Containment%20FINAL%203.pdf

